
Mayor and City Council: 
  
The Citizens' Affairs Board has developed a proposal that it believes will save the Ctiy and the 
taxpayers of the City of Northglenn some $30,000/ year, plus substancial man-hour costs.  The 
Recreation Department's present method of publishing and mailing  the tri-annual activities 
brochure can be simplified  and yet provide the same  necessary recreational information to 
every residence in the City updated every month.  
  
PROPOSAL: 
  
It is proposed that the tri-annual activities brochure of the Recreation Department be published 
in an early-year issue of the monthly "Northglenn Connection" as a pullout section which can be 
saved by any resident that intends to use recreational facilities during the year.  Changes and 
updates can then be published monthly.  This saves some $30,000/ year cost in the repeated 
printing of the brochure in colors, pictures, and mailing thru use of  a long-existing 
news publication which is delivered to every residence every month.  
  
FINDINGS: 
  
The Recreation Department feels its present system of publishing and mailing a tri-annual 
activities brochure is a strong marketing tool.  However, the following statistics do not support 
this conclusion:  
  
For years, all city departments have  used the "Northglenn Connection" very successfully  to 
provide  important news items for Northglenn residents.  In addition, the complete tri-annual 
brochure has long been on-line for use of most residents and a printed copy can be easily picked 
up at the Recreation Center.  (This is basically the same procedure that the City of Denver has 
used for years due to high costs of publishing and mailing its recreation brochure to every 
Denver residence).  
  
The latest statistics from the Recreation Department show that of the 36,889 Northglenn 
population, only 3% of Northglenn residents have "Registered Memberships" and use the 
Recreation Department  programs on a regular basis.  An additional 13% are "Registered 
Paticipants"  plus another 8% are "Drop in Participants". Only 24% of Northglenn residents take 
advantage of the Recreation Department programs. Seventy-six percent of Northglenn residents 
make little or no use of the programs..  These statistics have remained the same since 2006 and 
show that the tri-annual brochure has little effect and does not increase recreational participation. 
  
It is noted that "Non-resident Drop-ins"  are 46% higher than "Resident Drop-ins".  Yet, this 
group of Non-residents, with some exceptions, do not receive a mailed activities brochure.  
  
  
RECOMMENDATION: 
  
It is recommended that the city save the cost of some $30,000/ year for publishing and mailing 
14,286 brochures, tri-annually, to every Northglenn residence by implementing the above 
proposal in 2011.  Use of the efficient monthly publishing and distribution system of the 
"Norhglenn Connection" will eliminate duplication of effort, increase efficiency and lower the 
cost of services to the city and taxpayers. 
  
The Citizens' Affairs Board 
 
















